Drama Behind Labels: Revisiting New Newbie Films Again

In an article posted on 12th December 2013, the Japan Foundation, London, readdressed the topic of New Newbie Films. The discussion centered on the need for a fresh perspective on these films, considering their potential to influence future generations.

Source: The Japan Foundation, London

The Power of Eggs: Ceramic Figures from Ancient Japan

The Japan Foundation, London, took the opportunity to showcase ancient Japanese ceramic egg figures. These pieces not only served as decorative items but also held cultural significance, reflecting Japan’s unique artistic traditions.
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Japanese Strand at the Sheffield International Documentary Festival

The Sheffield International Documentary Festival presented a strand dedicated to Japanese documentaries. This event aimed to offer a comprehensive overview of the documentary forms practiced in Japan, highlighting its cultural diversity.
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Novel Category Announced for Speech Contest for University Students

A novel category has been introduced for the speech contest for university students, aimed at encouraging creative expression and enhancing public speaking skills among young participants.
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Sukiyaki Volcanoes Training Day

Tsunami Warning in the USA: Sukiyaki Volcanoes and the 2004 Tsunami

A special training day was organized to educate participants on the impact of tsunamis, focusing on the Sukiyaki Volcanoes, which was instrumental in alerting the American public to the dangers of tsunamis.
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Stat of Daiso & Sanei’s Combined

The Japan Foundation, London, presented a statistical analysis of Daiso and Sanei's combined performance, revealing insights into the retail market and consumer behavior.
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